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LEICESTER: Leicester’s Islam Slimani, left, heads the ball past Copenhagen’s Mathias Jorgensen during the Champions League Group G soccer
match between Leicester City and FC Copenhagen at the King Power stadium in Leicester, England, yesterday. — AP

LEICESTER: Riyad Mahrez struck to give
Leicester City a third consecutive Champions
League victory as the fairytale Premier League
champions edged FC Copenhagen 1-0 yester-
day.  Mahrez’s athletic 40th-minute volley at the
King Power Stadium left Claudio Ranieri’s men
five points clear in Group G and they are still to
concede a goal in the competition.

With Club Brugge losing 2-1 at home to Porto
in the other group game, Leicester will be
assured of a place in the last 16 if they win away
to Copenhagen in their next match on
November 2.  Leicester are struggling domesti-
cally, their title defence effectively over after four
defeats in eight games, but in Europe they are
rekindling memories of their 5,000-1 march to
glory last season.

Indeed, their tally of points in the Champions
League-nine-is one more than they have
amassed in the league. Ranieri was particularly
indebted to his Copenhagen-born goalkeeper
Kasper Schmeichel, who brilliantly swatted away
a shot from Andreas Cornelius with seconds of
normal time remaining.

It was a first defeat in 24 matches for Stale
Solbakken’s Copenhagen, but they remain in
second place ahead of next month’s return fix-
ture.  With Leicester’s fans a little subdued fol-
lowing another heavy domestic defeat — 3-0 at
Chelsea last Saturday-it was left to Copenhagen’s
supporters to create the pre-match atmosphere.
The travelling fans were in fine voice and the
Champions League anthem was accompanied
by a burst of red flares in the away end that will
almost certainly attract the attention of UEFA.

On the pitch, though, it was Leicester who
carried the greater threat, despite the visitors
dominating possession.

CORNELIUS GOES CLOSE 
The hosts found joy with passes in behind

Copenhagen’s full-backs (less so when the ball
was hoofed in the air towards Islam Slimani) and
it was an approach that yielded the opening
goal. Five minutes before half-time, Jamie Vardy
lofted a cross towards the far post from the left,

Slimani headed it back across goal and Mahrez
darted in to beat Robin Olsen with a close-range
volley. It was the Algerian winger’s fourth goal of
the season and third in three Champions League
games. Shy of a Federico Santander shot that
dribbled straight into the gloves of Schmeichel,
the Danish champions had not really threat-
ened.  But they came within a whisker of equalis-
ing on the stroke of half-time when Cornelius’s
header from Ludwig Augustinsson’s corner
missed the left-hand upright by millimetres.

Cornelius threatened again early in the sec-
ond half, his flick working Schmeichel, but

Leicester were playing with rediscovered belief,
Mahrez seeing a shot blocked by Erik Johansson.

Slimani had the ball in the net in the 67th
minute when he followed in to head home after
Olsen brilliantly touched his shot onto the bar,
but he was denied, incorrectly, by an offside flag.

The introduction of winger Rasmus Falk lifted
Copenhagen and there was one last scare before
Leicester could celebrate victory.

In the last minute, Santander’s cross from the
left picked out Cornelius, but Schmeichel pro-
duced a superb one-handed reflex save to keep
his countrymen at bay. — AFP

Mahrez takes Leicester 
to brink of last 16

LEVERKUSEN: Tottenham Hotspur pre-
served their unbeaten record away this sea-
son with a goalless draw at Bayer
Leverkusen yesterday in the Champions
League after Stefan Kiessling’s late miss for
the hosts.

A decade after Leverkusen lost 1-0 at
home to Spurs in the old UEFA Cup,
Kiessling was the only survivor in either
team from the November 2006 fixture.

But the 32-year-old former Germany
striker fired wide seven minutes to deny
him the fairytale goal. Having now drawn
their three group games, Leverkusen are
third with three points while Spurs stay sec-
ond behind leaders AS Monaco who drew
1-1 at bottom side CSKA Moscow.

Tottenham are yet to lose in any of their
six away trips this season in all competi-
tions, but this was a game of the proverbial
two halves. Spurs dominated the first 45
minutes after Dele Alli and Victor Wanyama
got the upper hand in the midfield battle
against Leverkusen’s Kevin Kampl and
Charles Aranguiz.

But the introduction of burly Austrian
Julian Baumgartlinger after the break
meant Leverkusen shaded the midfield bat-
tle and looked a different side.

Before kick-off, Leverkusen captain Lars
Bender shook off the flu to take his place at
right-back.

There were three changes from the
team which suffered a shock 2-1 defeat at
strugglers Werder Bremen on Saturday
with Kiessling, right winger Admir
Mehmedi and Bender back in.

Tottenham coach Mauricio Pochettino
made four changes to the side which drew
1-1 with West Bromwich Albion on

Saturday to preserve their record as the
only unbeaten team in England’s top flight.

England defender Eric Dier returned at
centre-back while Kieran Trippier made
only his second Champions League start at
right back.

Son Heung-Min, September’s Premier
League’s Player of the Month, started on
the left wing against his former club, while
England’s Danny Rose returned at left back.

Spurs had the ball in the net with ten
minutes gone. Son got free of the
Leverkusen defence and slide his pass away
from Bayer goalkeeper Bernd Leno to
Vincent Janseen, who slotted into the emp-
ty goal, but the offside flag ruled the goal
out. Then Alli headed wide just approach-
ing the half hour mark.

Just before the break, Janssen’s shot
smashed off the bar and when the ball
bounced back into play, Leno denied Erik
Lamela with a reflex save.  It had been all
Spurs in the first-half, but Leverkusen gave
Tottenham’s goalkeeper Hugo Lloris a busy
second 45 minutes.

Bayer were literally inches away from
the opening goal on 48 minutes.

Mehmedi’s cross found Hernandez with
the goal at his mercy, but the ex-
Manchester United ace hit his shot back at
Lloris, who scrambled the goal off his line.
Javier Hernandez lambasted the assistant
referee, but goal-line technology showed
the ball had not crossed the line.

With 67 minutes gone, Leverkusen cen-
tre-back Omer Toprak slammed his hand
on the turf in frustration after aiming his
header straight at Lloris. Then with time
running out Kiessling’s miss meant Spurs
left Germany with a point. — AFP

Kiessling’s late miss gives 
Spurs a point at Leverkusen

LEVERKUSEN: Leverkusen’s Chilean midfielder Charles Aranguiz and Tottenham
Hotspur’s Argentinian midfielder Erik Lamela vie for the ball during the Champions
League group E football match between Bayer Leverkusen and Tottenham Hotspur
in Leverkusen, western Germany, yesterday. — AFP

LISBON: Two superb first-half goals by Pierre-
Emerick Aubameyang and Julian Weigl set
Borussia Dortmund on the way to a 2-1 win at
Sporting yesterday although they had to survive
a second-half fightback in a pulsating Group F
game. Bruno Cesar pulled the Portuguese
league runners-up back into the game when he
scored from an indirect free kick midway
through the second half but Borussia held on,
leaving them on seven points in Group F and
Sporting with three.

Sporting, without coach Jorge Jesus who was
suspended, made a bright start but the
Bundesliga side struck the first blow.

Aubameyang outmuscled Ruben Semedo as the
two chased the ball, left the defender on the
ground and dinked the ball over Rui Patricio
with his left foot in the ninth minute.

Sporting thought they had levelled in the
39th minute when Sebastian Coates turned the
ball in at the far post from a corner but it was
controversially disallowed for a push on goal-
keeper Roman Buerki.

Dortmund went further ahead two minutes
before halftime as Weigl won a loose ball, evad-
ed a tackle and side-footed a shot into the far
corner from the edge of the area, the 21-year-
old’s first goal for the club since he joined them

one year ago. It was harsh on Sporting and the
Lions hauled themselves back into the game
after Buerki was forced to pick up a poor back
pass from Marc Bartra.

William Carvalho touched the ball to sub-
stitute Cesar who blasted it through the wall
of Dortmund players on the goal line in the
67th minute. 

Bas Dost nearly levelled with a header
almost immediately, Buerki did well to save a
dangerous Ezequiel  Schelotto cross  and
Sporting then failed to find a finishing touch
to a Gelson Mar tins shot as the Germans
clung on. — Reuters

DOHA: UAE giants Al Ain progressed to the
final of the AFC Champions League at the
expense of Qatar’s El Jaish after a 2-2 draw in
their semi-final second leg in Doha ensured a
5-3 aggregate victory yesterday.

El Jaish needed to raise their game a few
notches to overcome a two-goal deficit fol-
lowing their 3-1 defeat in the first leg, but
despite Brazilian Romarinho’s double the
Emirati giants held their nerve to clinch a last-
gasp draw with Mohamed Abdulrahman find-
ing the net in the fifth minute of stoppage
time. Al Ain, the champions in 2003 and the
runners-up in 2005, will in all likelihood take
on South Korea’s Jeonbuk Motors in the final
as they hold a massive 4-1 advantage over
Seoul ahead of their semi-final second leg
match today.

Following a goalless first half which saw
both teams miss several chances, Omar
Abdulrahman put the Emiratis ahead in the
57th minute with a low shot into the bottom
left corner of the net after combining with
Brazilian Ciao to split the El Jaish defence with

an exchange of precision passes.
El Jaish, however, equalised 10 minutes lat-

er when ex-Barcelona star Seydou Keita found
Romarinho and the diminutive midfielder’s
shot from the edge of the area found the net
after taking a deflection off Ismail Ahmed.

Romarinho, who has modeled himself on
his idol, the Brazilian legend Romario, then
put El Jaish ahead almost in similar fashion,
with Keita providing him with the vital assist
yet again in the 81st minute.

Things then got desperate as Ciao went
close in the 84th minute and Mohamed
Abdulrahman saw his header blocked by El
Jaish goalie Khalifa Ababacar.

With three minutes remaining, Al Ain’s
Mohammed Fayez threw himself down to
thwart Sardor Rashidov’s strike from the right
and Ciao also missed another chance to regis-
ter his name on the score sheet.

However, Mohamed Abdulrahman found
the net more than four minutes into stoppage
time to put Al Ain on course for a possible sec-
ond continental title. — AFP

Al Ain seal Asian 
CL final berth

Dortmund hang on to win 
thriller against Sporting

MOSCOW: CSKA Moscow were denied a
first Champions League victory this season
when they were held to a 1-1 draw by
Group E leaders Monaco yesterday.

Lacina Traore put the ‘Army Men’ in front
against his parent club in the 34th minute
but Bernardo Silva grabbed the equaliser
late on.

CSKA were desperately disappointing
three weeks ago against Tottenham
Hotspur but the Russians found top gear
straight away against Monaco, causing
problems with their pace and direct
approach.

The impressive Alexander Golovin
orchestrated play from midfield and the
hosts took the lead after 34 minutes follow-
ing a good team move.

Zoran Tosic curled in a left-foot shot that
Danijel Subasic could only parry and Traore

tapped the rebound into an empty net.
Igor Akinfeev then produced a stunning

reaction save from close range at the other
end to deny Andrea Raggi a goal.

Monaco put CSKA under considerable
pressure early in the second half and cap-
tain Valere Germain went close when his
effort was thwarted by a last-ditch chal-
lenge from defender Vasili Berezutski.

Akinfeev made another top-class stop to
deny Benjamin Mendy and the Russian
international looked destined to keep his
first clean sheet in the group stages at the
40th attempt.

However, Silva levelled for the visitors
with three minutes remaining.

Monaco have five points from three
games, one in front of Tottenham. Bayer
Leverkusen are on three points while CSKA
have two. — Reuters

Silva grabbed late 
equaliser for Monaco

MOSCOW: CSKA Moscow’s Ivorian forward Lacina Traore (L) and Monaco’s French
midfielder Tiemoue Bakayoko vie for the ball during the UEFA Champions League
football match between PFC CSKA Moscow and AS Monaco FC at the CSKA Arena in
Moscow yesterday. — AFP

LISBON: Sporting’s Bruno Cesar, right, scores his side’s first goal during a Champions League, Group F soccer match between Sporting and
Borussia Dortmund at the Alvalade stadium in Lisbon, yesterday. — AP


